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**Fig. 1:**

Refuse anything but Eaton's Corrasable BoBo

**Eaton's Corrasable BoBo**

Now at The Placement Office

**Refuse anything but Eaton's Corrasable BoBo**

**Urban Planning.** We have erase without a trace. Are you going to refuse anything but Eaton's Corrasable BoBo?

Stores and Departments:

- Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, Mass.
- Emerson for a hexagonal.
- The Technical Institute's placement office.
- Eaton Paper Company, P.O. Box 111, Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, Mass.

**Correction**

The Tech regrets that in reporting the presence of members of the Disappearance of the Montreal Motorcycle Club, it neglected to mention that members of the Boston Rawhide Motorcycle Club were also lending their support to the freshman group in the St. Louis.

**Staff**

- Editor: Tony Lima '79
- Managing Editor: Greg Arenson '70
- Production Manager: Jeff Gale '70
- News Editor: Jay Kunih '71
- Staff: Rich Adal '70, Richard Pini '72, Joseph Kan '72

**The name of our company is in the business of**

**RIGHT NOW WE'VE COMMUNICATIONS, MILITARY COMMAND AND CONTROL, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL, TRANSPORTATION, MEDICAL INFORMATION, EDUCATION, URBAN PLANNING. WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR SYSTEMS ENGINEERS, ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, SYSTEMS ANALYSTS, MATHEMATICIANS.**

**Eaton's Corrasable BoBo**

**Eaton Paper Company, P.O. Box 111, Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, Mass.**

**Sanctuary forces Incomin' to reschedule Sala events**

**by Tony Lima**

Institute Committee and the Graduate Student Council met in joint session at the request of Dean Widlitch last night to discuss the future of the Sanctuary effort. The problem centered around two areas: the use of the Sala by a group of 200-300 for a baccalaureate Saturday, and the possibility of setting up the Justice Prem.

**After discussion, and 45 minutes of questions directed at Mike Albright '69, a pre-law for the audience, the group voted to recommend to the administration that the baccalaureate be rescheduled to another location, and that it Committee agreed to work out their own arrangements with the Sanctuary group.**

**The meeting was notable in that the administration was in effect, asking the students for advice on how to handle a situation. One of the points made in the discussion was that, just as the humanities department is given priority in scheduling Events, so should the students be given the first chance of use of the undergraduate education.**

**Tail Report.**

In another area, however, the board's opinion appeared gotten off the fence quite nicely, simply by dropping the problem where it belongs. However, it also seemed to have been a fairly predictable avenue, given the characteristics of the two groups involved. All through the episode, it looked as if the factions were trying to reassert control over the Sanctuary effort. If this is the case, it is a welcome change, and perhaps, represents a long-term shift in the attitude of the groups in question toward the nature of the undergraduate education.

**Correction**

(Continued from page 1)

Professor Chorinsky was asked to comment on the scholarship. When asked why he, with Professor Thompson, had concurred the idea, he said that "it owes a tremendous debt of gratitude" and that "it's highly qualified to be an JIT student." He also said that "may be JIt isn't qualified to accept him."

But he thought the institution should be changed if it can't accept a student like him. Chorinsky also said that he would like to see a "Practitioner's Bill of Rights," similar to the GI Bill of Rights, which would provide scholarships and aid to those who go to jail as a result of their actions. This kind of consideration would also be given to anyone who deserved to be at MIT, but who could not come owing circumstances.

Chorinsky stated that if the scholarship proposal were made known and if the students and faculty were serious about it, it could be carried out. He concurred with Professor Drumbront on the idea of tutoring Mike through the end which he is in the stochastic, and agreed that the administration would approve the scholarship with little or no trouble. Although nothing definite had been planned at the time, he said that it would be something that MIT students and faculty ought to do.

**Designs by many popular discoque classment**

At Brown for the Boyle Trophy, a group of three students and a faculty member were in the lead. Another group went to Tidus for the Saturday night and to a few in the regents.

**This weekend the sailing team took**
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**Interviews will be conducted on campus, November 5.**

**See our representative Tuesday, November 5 at the Placement Office.**
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